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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this project is to apply the Object-Oriented Programming design
methods to implement the robot arm motion.
This project is divided into five chapters, organized as follow:
Chapter 1 Introduces some OOP aspects, such as data abstraction, inheritance.
Also the features of C++ language applied to OOP design will be mentioned.
Chapter 2 provides the basic tools for calculating the robot coordinate system,
such as homogeneous matrix transformation, D-H representation. These formulas will be
used for the program later.
Chapter 3 sets up the OOP model needed in this project, including defining the
base class array and the derived classes such as joint, robot. All the methods will be
explained in detail in this chapter.
Chapter 4 shows the program implementation and the output analysis. The fea-
tures of the OOP will be clearly demonstrated during the execution.
Chapter 5 summarizes the advantages and disadvantages of the OOP design,
some improvements will also be suggested in this chapter.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
Object-Oriented Programming (OOP) has become the most important design
concept for the software engineering. With the increasing size and complexity
of the program, maintenance and redesign are always costly. The best solution is
to integrate the codes with the hardware. However, it is not feasible in reality.
OOP differs from the conventional programming mainly in the design construction.
Instead of developing the sophisticated algorithm, OOP tends to create simple,
visible independent components exactly like the hardware, and links the objects
together with a much smoother mechanism. In the follow sections, we will discuss
all these issues in detail.
1.1 ASPECTS OF OOP
Before we start talking about the features of OOP, lets's first see what the OOP really
means. For example, suppose someone wanted to paint a house but had no idea how to
proceed, he might decide to check a book on painting(procedures) and read the
chapter on houses(objects): this is the conventional procedural approach. Alternatively,
he might check a book on houses and read the chapter on painting: this is the
object-oriented approach.
OOP treats data structures rather than procedures as primary. In a conventional
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program, a program is written for every action, and then the procedure decides how to
handle arguments of various types. IN OOP, we define each type of data item, and its def-
inition includes procedures for handling it.
There are four distinct features for the OOP:
* Data abstraction
* Encapsulation and data hiding
* Polymorphism
* Inheritance
Data abstraction is the crucial step of representing information in terms of its interface
with the users. Since its internal structure is hidden, the same abstract data type can
therefore have different implementations at different times without affecting the code that
uses it. This is one of the most important design considerations - reusability.
Encapsulation and data hiding together provide a special feature of OOP other than
the conventional data record. First, the data and so called member functions(methods)
are built in the same slot, this is known as encapsulation. Second, the data can only be
accessed by these member functions unless otherwise specified, also known as data hid-
ing. In this way, the program is well protected from careless overriding. Error detection is
much easier since the privacy belongs to its member function only.
Polymorphism allows the user to create multiple definitions for operators and func-
tions, with the program context determining which definition is used. For example, one
may try to print out a program under different situations, but just wants to use a single
function name (print). Polymorphism allows this by using different arguments with the
same prototype.
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Inheritance is the main tool for OOP to apply the reusable codes. When one develops
a new project, particularly if the project is large, it's preferable to reuse proven codes
rather than to reinvent them. Employing old codes not only saves the time taken to rede-
sign, more importantly, it helps suppress the introduction of bugs into a program. The con-
cept is splendid, however, proper implementation in all situations requires some
challenging technical adjustments.
1.2 C++ AND OOP
In the later discussion, we will use C++ to present all the OOP issues. C++ has
become an increasing popular programming language. Its appeal is due not only to the
popularity of its language C, but also to its data abstraction and object-oriented features.
For example, AT&T is rewriting UNIX in C++ because C++ improves the reliability,main-
tainability and reusability of the code. Apple is also using C++ to develop system software
. for its Macintosh line for the same reasons and because OOP techniques are a natural
.,
match to program features such as window and dialog boxes. Generally speaking, C++ is
a very good language to implement all the OOP features, which we will see later.
1.3 CASE STUDY
The most recent applications of OOP focus on the graphic system, since these
objects are visible and obvious. There are already many CAD packages starting to use
the OOP design methods. In our case study, we have selected the robot arm motion to
show how to implement the OOP concepts. Since the robot itself is an assembly of all dif-
ferent parts such as base, joints, links, etc., it's also a dynamic object. Therefore, it's clear
that the object and method together fulfill the entire task.
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2.0 ROBOT ARM KINEMATICS
Robot arm kinematics deals with the analytical study of the geometry of motion of
a robot arm with respect to a fixed reference coordinate system as a function of time.
Thus, kinematics analytically describes the spatial displacement and the position and ori-
entation of the end-effector ;of a robot arm. For a robot with six joints, one may wonder
what the position and the orientation are for each after a series of rotations. This question
is usually referred to as the direct (or forward) kinematics problem.
2.1 HOMOGENEOUS MATRIX TRANSFORMATION
V'
Figure 2.1 Coordinate transformation
Figure 2.1 shows the coordinate transformation. A base coordinate system (U,V,W)
with origin 0 moves to the new origin 0' with a series of rotations forming a new coordi-
nate system (U',V',W'). Then the relation between the two can be expressed as:
[U,V,W,] =T [U'V'W'], T is called a transformation matrix.
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If T is set as a 4 by 4 matrix, then T is a homogeneous transformation matrix. Now
the relation between the new and old coordinate system must be found in order to obtain
the T matrix. There are four possible conditions for the coordinate movement
1. Translation only(x,y,z directions): Ttran
2. Rotation about the X axis( with angle a) : Tx a,
3. Rotation about the Y axis( with angle <j» : Ty,ep
3. Rotation about the Z axis(with angle 8) : Tz 8,
Then we can get:
Ttran[1, 1] = 1, Ttran[1 ,2] = 0, Ttran[1,3] = 0, Ttran[1,4] = dx,
Ttran [2,1] = 0, Ttran [2,2] = 1, Ttran [2,3] = 0, Ttran [2,4] = dy, (2.1)
Ttran [3,1] = 0, Ttran [3,2] = 0, Ttran [3,3] = 1, Ttran [3,4] = dz,
Ttran [4,1] =0, Ttran [4,2] =0" Ttran [4,3] =0, Ttran [4,4] = 1,
Txa[1,1]=1, Txa[1,2]=O, Txa[1,3]=0, Txa[1,4]=O,, , , ,
Txa[2,1]=O, Txa[2,2]=cosa, Txa[2,3]=-sina, Txa[2,4]=O, (2.2), , , ,
Tx a[3,1]=0, Tx a[3,2]=sina, Tx a[3,3]=cosa, Tx a[3,4]=0,, , , ,
Txa[4,1]=0, Txa[4,2]=O, Txa[4,3]=O, Tx a[4,4]=1,, , , ,
Ty,ep[1 ,1]=cos<j>, Ty,ep[1,2]=O, Ty,ep[1,3]=sin<j>, Ty,ep[1,4]=0,
Ty,ep[2,1]=0, Ty,ep[2,2] =1 ,Ty,ep[2,3]=O, Ty,ep[2,4]=0,
Ty,ep[3,1]=-sin<j>, Ty,ep[3,2]=O, Ty,ep[3,3]=cos<j>, Ty,ep[3,4]=0,
TY,9[4, 1]=0, Ty,ep[4,2]=0, Ty,ep[4,3]=0, TY,9[4,4]=1,
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(2.3)
Tz 0[1,1]=cos8, Tz 0[1 ,2]=-sin8, Tz 0[1 ,3]=0, Tz e[1 ,4]=0,, , , ,
TzO[2,1]=sin8, Tzo[2,2]=cos8, Tze[2,3]=0, Tze[2,4]=0, (2.4), , , ,
Tz e[3,1]=0, Tze[3,2]=0, Tz e[3,3]=1, Tz 0[3,4]=0,, , , ,
Tz e[4,1]=0, Tz e[4,2]=0, Tz e[4,3]=0, Tz 0[4,4]=1,, , , ,
2.2 COMPOSITE HOMOGENEOUS TRANSFORMATION MATRIX
A mechanical manipulator consists of a sequence revolute or prismatic joints. Each
link-joint pair constitutes one degree of freedom. Hence, for a joint link pairs, it begins
with link °attached to a supporting base, where an initial coordinate frame is usually
established for this dynamic system. The joints and links are numbered outwardly from the
L,
base; thus joint 1 is the point of connector link 1 and the supporting base.
To establish the relationship of the joints, we first set up the coordinate transformation
between two conjunctive joints. For example, it always refers the current joint to its previ-
ous joint. Suppose°A1 represents the joint 1 relative to the joint 0, 1A2 represents the joint
2 relative to joint 1, etc..Then
~ 0A 1A 2A i-1Ai = 1 2 3........ i (2.5)
where ~i: joint i referred to the base coordinate
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2.4 DENAVIT-HERTENBERG REPRESENTATION
The remaining question becomes how to decide i-1Ai, Le./what is the general for-
mula to describe the joint position referred to as the previous one?
Figure 2.2 shows the joint and link. From joint i to joint i+1/ there are four successive
transformations:
1. Rotate about the Zi-1 axis of 8j align the Xj-1 axis with the X i axis.
2. Translate along the Zj_1 axis a distance of dj to bring the X i-1 axis
and Zj-1 axis into coincidence.
3. Translate along the Xi axis a distance of a i to bring the two origins as
well as the X axis into coincidence.
4. Rotate about the Xi axis of aj to bring the two coordinate systems into
coincidence.
Joint i + I
8;+ I
Link i-I
FIgure 2.2 Link coordinate system and its parameters
A
..
=> i-1Aj = Tzd Tze Txa Tx '-' (2.6), , , Jv.
i-1A[4 2]- Q' i-1A'[4 3]= Q' i- 1A[4 4]- l'I , , I' , I I - ,
Figure 2.3 shows the coordinate sy3tem of PUMA robot. We will use this for our
OOP program test.
PU~IA robOI arm lin\; cC'Ordinalo paramolors
Joinl i 8/ OJ I G j a, Joint ranf:c
I 90 -90 0 0 160 to + 160
2 0 0 431.8 mm 1~9.09 mm 225 10 45
J 90 90 -20.32 mm 0 I -~5 10225
4 0 -90 I 0 433.07 mm 110 to 170
5 0 901 0 0 100 to 100
6 0 0 0 56.25 mm 266 to 266
Figure 2.3 Establishing link coordinate systems for a PUMA robot
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3.0 SETTING OOP MODEL
From the previous discussions, the joint can be represented by a homogeneous
matrix. A robot consists of several joints linked together. In the OOP's point of view, robot
and joint are the real objects. However. there may be some object which is not visible.For
example, an array which represents the general property may be treated as an object
also. Definition of the class pertaining to requirements for the object will be addressed
first.
3.1 CLASS
In the following discussion, C++ will be used to explain all the features of OOP.
The class in C++ is a vehicle for translating a data abstraction to a user-defined type.
Class consists of both data representation and methods, which manipulate the data inter-
nally. Generally, a class specification has two parts:
* A class definition, which describes the component member (both data
member and function member) of the class
* The class method definitions, which describe how certain class member
functions are implemented
Figure 3.1 lists all the classes we use in this project, which include the previously
mentioned parts. However, they are different from the record or structure.
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Class array:
{
protected:
double *arr
int size
public:
arrayO;
array(unsigned int n, double val);.....
-arrayO;
double & operator [](int i);
}
Class joint: public array
{
public:
joint( );
void show( );
}
1Y
Class joint! : public joint
{
public:
} void rotate(double t);
Class joint6 : public joint
{
public;
void rotate(double t);
}
Class robot :public jointl, joint2, joint6
{
public:
void show(int n, double t);
}
Figure 3.1 clnss prototype of the robot system
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3.2 PUBLIC,PRIVATE,PROTECTED
As we can see from the classes, data and member functions begin with a key word:
public, private or protected. The selection of the type is important. Since OOP has the
data hiding, we would like to see the data declared as private, and the member functions
are treated publicly. But what about those functions which are protected? Protected func-
tions are related to the class inheritance, which will be discussed later. However, the con-
cept applied to the protected functions will be considered at this time.
* Private data is the hidden information of a class and can be accessed
directly by the object itself. The program may access the private data
through the member functions only.
* Public functions are open to the main program to access the private data.
In the array class, the array element and size are defined as the protected type.
The difference between the private and protected type is that the protected data can be
inherited by its derived class. For example, the joint class can inherit the protected data
without creating a new one. Fig 3.2 shows the inheritance relation between the array and
joint class. Since joint is a 4 by 4 matrix, it can be treated as a one dimension array with
16 elements. In this way, definition of a two dimension array is unnecessary, one can just
use all the features from the array class. The reusability of the code is one of the most
important goals of OOP. PUblic, private, and protected together control the data hiding
and the proper way to gain data accessibility.
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Class: array
{
protected:
double *arr;
int size;
public:
}
Class joint: public array ----- inherits the protected data from the array
class
{
public:
jointO;
}
Fig. 3.2 Inheritance of the protected type
3.3 CONSTRUCTORS AND DESTRUCTORS
Constructors and destructors are the two special ways for user to evoke and
release the class. In order to make it easy to use, C++ uses the same name as the class,
but a scope to separate the class name from the function. For example, in the array class,
we use:
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array:: array(unsigned int n, double val)
{
}
'-------------------it>
arr =new double[n];
same name
When we use a constructor to create an object, the program undertakes the
responsibility of tracking that object until it expires. At that time, the program automatically
calls a special function bearing the formidable title of destructor. The destructor should
clean up any debris, so it actually serves a constructive purpose. The destructor has the
similar name to the class but adds - ahead of the function. For example, the destructor
of the array class is:
array:: -array()
Constructors and destructors are important if the class has many derived
classes. For a single class, the way to evoke or delete a class is simple. However, failure
to use the right parameters to evoke the constructors will result in a multitude problems.
These cases will arise later. Now another special constructor- copy constructor will be
discussed.
3.3.1 COPY CONSTRUCTOR
In the array class, we define a copy constructor like:
array(array & a);
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array:: array(array & a)
{
size=a.size;
arr = new double[size];
for (int i=O; ksize; i++)
arr[i ]=a.arr[i];
}
From the program, we must first pay attention to the dynamic allocation of the
keyword new.lf the class includes the pointer to find the address of the object, then the
initialization must be checked very carefully. C++ provides a mechanism for showing how
the initialization works by defining a copy constructor. The copy constructor is used in
three situations:
1. When initializing one class object to another, the constructor sets values
for the initialized objects.
2. When passing a class by value as an argument, the constructor
initializes the corresponding formal argument in the called function.
3. When having a function return an object, the constructor initializes a
temporary object used to convey the object's values to the calling
program.
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3.4 CLASS METHODS
Beside the constructors, there are other functions called methods in the array
class. One type of the methods is exactly like the function in C language, except it is now
used as a member function, which means it provides the method to access the private
data. The other type of function is a little different and represents the special feature of the
OOP- polymorphism.This function is sometimes known as the operator overloading.
3.4.1 OPERATOR OVERLOADING
Suppose creation of two objects a1,a2, and both are array class:
main ()
{
array al,a2;
}
How is the operation between the two objects, e.g., a1*a2, to be done? Since
array is no longer a simple data type like an integer, any action must be defined in the
member function of the class in order to access the data. We may define a function like as:
void array multiple:( .....)
{
}
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So if we try to do the multiplication, we can use the member function as:
al.multiple(a2);
But how about using a1*a2? Once again, C++ provides a standard function
called the overloading function to allow the operator(such as *,=,«) to be redefined by
the users for different purposes. For example, we define the [] as:
double & array:: operator[ ](int i)
{
return arr[i];
}
If this operator is not defined, but access to the array element is desired, one
must write:
al.arr[i];
However, one now simply writes:
al[i];
Ifone wants to multiple two array a1,a2, it is necessary to write all the procedures
if the * operator is not defined. If one wants to assign an object to the other object(like
a1 =a2)without knowledge of the array size, it's even impossible to do in the main program.
In the array class we define the U=" operator as:
array & array:: operator=(array & a)
{
if(this == &a)
return *this;
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delete arr;
size=a.size;
arr=new double[size];
for(int i=O; ksize; i++)
arr[i]=a.arr[i];
return *this;
}
This function does four things which are not likely to be done in the main program:
1. This function uses the object argument passed by reference(array &)
2. The function returns a reference to a new object, which is a copy
of the one passed as an argument.
3. The function uses delete to free memory to which arr points. This
clears the old data, preparing arr to point to new data.
4. The function allocates space for the data being copied, assigns the
address to arr, then copies the data from the old array to the new.
With the "=" operator overloading, then assigning one object to the other object
becomes very simple, just by writing a1 =a2. All the derived classes of the array class will
use this operator to assign the object.
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3.5 DERIVED CLASS
The base class array has been defined in the previous sections. Let's now start
to define a derived class from the array class.
A joint class is the derived class from array and used to represent a 4 by 4 homo-
geneous matrix. Since redefining a two dimension array is difficult, instead we treat the 4
by 4 matrix as a one dimension array with 16 elements. In this case, we can inherit all the
array features. The way to define a derived class is shown as:
class joint: public array
{
public:
jointO;
}
inheritance declaration
Here public means the derived class inherits the protected and public parts from
the array class, but not the private. That is, a derived class can not access the private data
from its ancestor unless through public functions.
In C++, constructors and destructors cannot be inherited. So we need to define
them for a new derived class.
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3.5.1 CONSTRUCTORS OF THE DERIVED CLASS
Because the same name is used for the constructor and destructor as the class
name, this rule must be kept consistently. However, the joint class initializes the value by
using the array constructor. In the prototype, constructor is defined as:
joint{unsigned int n, double val); similar to the array class
In the function definition, a special mechanism is used for the argument passing
so that the derived class can actually evoke the value from the ancestor. It is shown in the
Fig. 3.3.
joint:: joint(unsigned int n,double val): array(n,val)
{
}
derived-class constructor base-class constructor
Fig. 3.3 Passing arguments through to a base class constructor
Once a derived class is created, the program first calls the constructor for the
base class, then the constructor of the derived class. Wen the object of a derived class
expires, the program first calls the derived class destructor, if any, then the base class
destructor.
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3.5.2 METHODS OF THE DERIVED CLASS
The derived class inherits all the methods from the base class, even the operators.
However, the derived class usually has additional methods of its own. Although the joint
class can initialize the values by passing the arguments to the array constructor, as seen
above, the services may be insufficient for the new need. For example, using constructor
joint:: joint(unsigned int n,double val): array(n,val)
We can create an object like:
joint j 1(16,5);
What this does is create an array with 16 elements where each value equals
5. However, recall the equation (2.6), where
i-1 A [1 3] . . 8'i • =sinai Sin i.
Obviously, the initial values of the array class may not afford the values we want.
Is it necessary to create another constructor? The answer is no. In C++, the derived con-
structor has the same arguments as the base class in order to evoke its ancestor. Creation
of a constructor with a different signature from the base class will cause some unexpected
results. The alternative way is to create a member function to meet the requirements.
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We define a member function to initialize the joint elements as:
void joint:: start(double t,double s,double a,double d)
{
double rad=2*3.14159/360;
arr[O]=cos(t*rad);
arr[l ]=sin(t*rad);
}
In the main program, we can initialize a joint as :
mainO
{
joint j 1(16,0); II initialize an array with size 16 and all values 0
}
jl.start(90,-90,0,0); II start the homogeneous matrix
Next, we have to define another method for the joint operator. Recall equation
(2.5) :
<>-r 0A 1A 2A i-1 Ai = 1 2 3·· i (2.5)
The start function just defines the values for the matrix i-1Ai. Knowledge of
the joint position relative to the base, that is finding the <>-rjr requires doing the multiplica-
tion. For example,
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0,-1 =°A1
0,-2 =°A11A2
0,-3 =°A11A22A3
Although the * operator has been defined in the array class and has been
inherited by the joint class, the function is not adequate. The array defines the * operator
based on the one dimension array, however, the multiplication here is two 4 by 4 matrices.
In order to fulfill this requirement, the operator * must be redefined. In the joint class, def-
inition of the 4 by 4 matrix multiplication is accomplished by using one dimension such as:
joint joint :: operator*Uoint &a)
{
joint pr(size,O);
pr[O]=arr[O]*a[O]+arr[4] *a[1]+arr[8]*a[2]+arr[12]*a[3];
pr[1 ]=arr[1]*a[O]+arr[S]*a[1]+arr[9]*a[2]+arr[13]*a[3];
return pr;
}
The program returns the joint pr to the main program. The copy constructor
will be evoked to set a temporary joint variable before the joint is assigned.
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In the main program, once we create two joint objects, one can simply write
the multiplication as:
int mainO
{
joint jl(16,2);
joint j2(16,3);
joint j3=jl*j2;
}
The other method in the joint class is to show the elements of the array. This
is defined as:
void joint :: show(int n);
{
}
If one wants to see the result of j3=j1 *j2, he can use this function:
j3.show(3);
The remaining method in the joint class is the same.
24
3.6 MORE DERIVED CLASS
The second derived class we define in the program is joint1 ,joint2..•..joint6.
These classes are based on the joint class, except with one more function-rotate.The joint
class simply initiates the homogeneous matrix, however, in the robotic system, joint has
some degrees of freedom to manipulate the task. In this program, these joints are for the
PUMA robot, which has 6 degrees of freedom(6 joints), each being a rotation joint. The
reason this function wasn't defined in the joint class is because each joint has a different
response when receiving a rotate command. In reality, the values of the homogeneous
matrix change differently for each joint. Thus we define the joint1,joint2, ....joint6 as:
class joint1:public joint
class joint2:public joint
And the rotate function looks like:
voidjointl:: rotate(double t)
{
double rad=2*3.14159/360;
arr[O]=cos(t*rad);
arr[1 ]=sin(t*rad);
arr[8]=-sin(t*rad);
arr[9]=cos(t*rad);
}
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void joint2 ::rotate(double t)
{
double rad=2*3.14159/360;
arr[O]=cos(t*rad);
arr[1]=sin(t*rad);
arr[4]=-sin(t*rad);
arr[5]=cos(t*rad);
arr[12]=431.8*cos(t*rad);
arr[13]=431.8*sin(t*rad);
}
void joint3 :public joint
{
The constructor inherits from the joint class and is defined as:
jointl :: jointl(double *pn, unsigned int n)
: joint(*pn,n)
26
3.7 ROBOT CLASS
So far 3 class types: array,joint,joint1 Ooint2, ...) have been explained.Since the
main goal is to create a robot which can perform the rotation motion, the next step is to
define a new class robot to incorporate the 6 joints.
There are two ways to define a class to access multiple classes:
1. Member classes
2. Multiple inheritance
Which one is better? It depends on the circumstances. In this program, multiple
inheritance is used. Next, the member classes will be discussed and compared to the mul-
tiple inheritance.
3.7.1 MEMBER CLASSES
The type of a variable in a class can be the other class type. For example, we
define the class joint1 ,joint2, ....... , in the robot class as:
Class robot
{
Private:
jointl jl;
joint2 j2;
joint3 j3;
}
In this case, we need to initialize j1 ,j2,j3, ...j6 while the construction of the robot
27
class is evoked. The way to define the constructor of the robot is similar to the previous
one as:
robot :: robot(unsigned int n,double val) :
j I(n,val),j2(n,val)"j3(n,val), j4(n,val),j5(n,val),j6(n,val)
And to start the initial robot position, we define the function as:
void robot :: start(double n, double s1, double aI, double dI,
double t2, double s2, double a2, double d2,
double t3, double s3, double a3, double d3,
double t4, double s4, double a4, double d4,
double 15, double s5, double as, double d5,
double t6, double s6, double a6, double d6)
{
j I.start(t1,sl,aI,d1);
j2.start(t2,s2,a2,d2);
j3.start(t3,s3,a3,d3);
j4.start(t4,s4,a4,d4);
j5.start(t5,s5,a5,d5);
j6.start(t6,s6,a6,d6);
}
Although the member classes satisfy the initializing condition, however. there
are two disadvantages in using the member classes:
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1. One can't use the methods of the member class directly. Suppose one creates
a robot puma, and wants to access the rotate function of the joint1 j1 like:
cout«puma.j1.rotate(25);
Unfortunately, this is not permissible. The reason is that puma.j1is the protected
member of the robot class, hence one can't use it publicly. That's what the OOP restricts
the private or protected data to be accessed. Instead, one must define a member function
of robot to execute the rotation of joint1 like:
void robot :: rotatel(double t)
{
return j1.rotate(t);
}
mainO
{
puma.rotatel(25); II now it is acceptable
}
2. Using the member classes will lose the inheritance features. For example,
one can't write a program like:
robot puma(16,5); II create a robot
cout«puma[1]; II show the first element
The operator [] is defined in the array class, which is the ancestor of
j1,j2,j3, ....j6, but not accessible to the robot class. If one wants to inherit some functions
from the ancestor of the member classes, one should use multiple inheritance.
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3.7.2 MULTIPLE INHERITANCE
Multiple inheritance means deriving a class from more than one base class.
•
With multiple inheritance, the new class inherits all the data members and all the class
methods of all the base classes. Therefore, an object of the new class can use the base
class methods directly, unlike the case of a class with object members.
In our example, let's define the robot class with multiple inheritance:
Class robot: public jointl, public joint2, public joint3,
public joint4, public jointS, public joint6
{
}
The definition with the keyword public enables the robot class to inherit all
the data and functions from the joint1,joint2,joint3, ..... joint6.
To initialize a robot class, it's similar to the process for member classes, except
there is no member object like j1, j2.....j6. One writes it as:
robot:: robot(unsigned int n,double val) :
joi nt I(n,val),joi nt2(n,val),joi nt3(n,val),
joint4(n,val),joi ntS(n,val),joi nt6(n,val)
Once the robot is created, all the ancestor classes are evoked at the same time.
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To start a robot. there is a slight difference. The scope:: is used to indicate the
function one wants to access from the multiple inheritance classes.
void robot :: start(double tl, double sl, double aI, double dl,
double t2, double s2, double a2, double d2,
double 13, double s3, double a3, double d3,
double t4, double s4, double a4, double d4,
double 15, double s5, double as, double dS,
double t6, double s6, double a6, double d6)
{
jointl :: start(tl,sl,al,dl);
joint2 :: start(t2,s2,a2,d2);
joint3 :: start(t3,s3,a3,d3);
joint4 :: start(t4,s4,a4,d4);
jointS :: start(t5,s5,aS,d5);
joint6 :: start(t6,s6,a6,d6);
}
The difference between the multiple inheritance and the member classes is that
one can access the function directly from the classes inherited. For example, if one wants
to rotate joint1 an angle for the robot puma, he can use:
puma.joint! :: rotate(45); II use scope to specify the function
II inherited
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Unlike the member classes, it is not required to define a member function to
execute the rotate command. Since the member functions from the joint class are needed,
we select the multiple inheritance to define the robot class in this project.
3.7.3 METHODS FOR THE ROBOT CLASS
Beside the start function and the functions inherited, three other functions are
defined as:
void rotate(int,double);
void show(int n);
void showall( );
Although these three methods are new member functions, actually they apply
the previous methods defined in the ancestor classes. For example, the rotate function:
void robot :: rotate(int n,double t)
{
switch(n)
case 1 : joint! :: rotate(t);
break;
case 2 : joint2 :: rotate(t);
break;
case: joint3 :: rotate(t);
}
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For the method show, it shows the joint positions relative to the base. Recall
equation (2.5), seeking the value of
°Tj = °A11A22A3........ i-1Aj i=1,2,3, .....6
Thus,
°T1 = °A1
0T2 = 0A11A2
°T3 = °A11A22A3
Here is how one defines the function show:
void robot :: show(int n)
{
switch(n)
{
case 1 :
joint al(16,O);
for(int i=O; i<16; i++)
al[i]=jointl :: value(i);
al.show(l);
break;
case2:
joint bl(16,O);
joint b2(16,O)
for(int j=O; j<16; j++)
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{blfj]=jointl :: value(i);
b2fj]=joint2 :: value(i);
}
joint b=bl *b2;
b.show(2);
break;
}
In case 1, we want to show err1, which equals °A1, it simply shows the
joint1 values. Since joint1 is not the member object, a joint a1 is created and assigned the
values of joint1 and then is shown as:
al[i]= joint :: value(i);
al.show(l);
In case 2, it's necessary to find the err2, which equals °A1*1A2, so two joints
b1,b2 are created; and the values of joint1,joint2 are assigned to b1,b2, another joint b is
created, then calculate:
joint b=bl *b2;
We have defined the operator * in the joint class, now one can see how easily
the joint multiplication is handled. Similarly, case 3, case4, are using the operator *
to do more multiplications.
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The showall function shows all the 6 joints, it's very easily to be defined as:
void robot :: showall( )
{
show(l);
show(2);
show(3);
show(4);
show(S);
show(6);
}
In C++, the member function can access the other member functions in the
same class, just as shown above.
This completes the definition of all the class data and member functions for
the project. In the next sections, their executions will be shown.
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4.0 PROGRAM IMPLEMENTATION
The purpose of OOP is to build both data and methods in the class, and all the
executions are completed by sending the message to the object. Theoretically, one
doesn't want to see the complicated algorithms or data structures in the main program,
just the object and message being sent. In the conventional program, in which complex
logic is developed, reading the program is difficult. However, OOP design is more concise,
readable and easier to debug. Looking the final stage to see the main program for the
robot arm motion will make this clear.
4.1 PROGRAM STRUCTURE
In the main program, the goal is to send the rotate message to the robot and
discover the new positions after the command has been executed. There are four steps
for the test:
1. Create a robot object puma and initialize the starting position
2. Rotate joint 5,joint 6, and observe the new positions
3. Rotate joint 1 only, and observe the result
4. Rotate all the joints and show the new positions
Since all the classes needed in the robot arm motions have been developed,
it can be easily performed without having the program skills involved.
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4.1.1 STEP 1:
The first step in the program, a robot i~ created by the constructor, assigning
the starting positions by the method start, and showing all the positions by the function
showall. In order to understand the entire process, the procedures can be traced back to
clearly see what classes are really involved.
robot puma(16,0);
puma.start(90,-90,0,0,
0,0,431.8,149.09,
90,90,-20.32,0,
0,-90,0,433.07,
0,90,0,0,
0,0,0,56.25);
puma.showal1( );
Trace each command as:
puma(16,0) => joint1(16,0),joint2(16,0), joint6(16,0)
~ ~ ~
joint(16,0), joint(16,0), joint(16,0)
~
array(16,0),
~ ~
array(16,0), array( 16,0)
Plainly, creating a robot object will evoke all the ancestor constructors, then
the values will be sent back from the top parent class to the current class.
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puma.start(90,-90,0,0,
0,0,431.8,149.09,
90,90,-20.32,0,
0,-90,0,433.07,
0,90,0,0,
0,0,0,56.25);
=> joint1.start(90,-90,0,0), joint2.start(0,0,431.8,149.09), joint6.start(0,0,0,56.25)
! ~ ~
joint.start(90,-90,0,0), joint.start(0,0,431.8,149.09), joint.start(0,0,0,56.25)
The puma start calls the joint1 ,jont2, ...joint6 first. Since the start function is defined
in the joint class, the message will be sent to the joint class. All these abilities are due to
the inheritance feature.
puma.showall() => puma·rOW(l). puma.srW(z)•........... puma.ShIW(6l
joint! :: value(i), joint2:: valueU), joint6 :: value(n)
! ~ !
joint.show(l), joint.show(2), joint.show(6)
The showall evokes all the classes needed to display the joint positions, including
the robot,joint1 ,joint2, ....joint6, and the joint class. The show function is defined in differ-
ent classes(both robot and joint). This will be discussed in the next section.
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4.1.2 STEP 2:
In the second step, two rotations are made for the joint 5 and joint 6. Two rotate
functions are used and the showall function displays all the joint positions.
puma.rotate(6,25.5);
puma.rotate(5,34.3);
puma.showalI( );
Here showall will remain the same, the rotate command will use the joint5,-
joint6 functions as:
puma.rotate(6,25.5) => jointS :: rotate(25.5)
puma.rotate(5,34.3) => joint6 :: rotate(34.3)
Since joint5,joint6 are not the members of the robot class, we use :: scope to
identify that the function is accessed through the multiple inheritance.
4.1.3 STEP 3,4
Step 3 and step 4 repeat the same procedures for the rotate function of different
joints and display the positions by using showall. The output and analysis the of result will
be discussed in the next section.
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4.2 OUTPUT ANALYSIS
The output of the program shows all the joint positions relative to the base coor-
dinate(x,y,z). There are four variables to describe the positions for each joint
Xi : new x axis relative to the base (x,y,z) i=1,2, 6
Vi : new y axis relative to the base (x,y,z) i=1,2, 6
Zi: new z axis relative to the base (x,y,z) i=1,2, 6
Pi : new origin relative to the base (x,y,z) i = 1,2,..6
Fig. 4.1 shows the representations of variables above.
Zi
Vi
x
Fig 4.1 Joint variables relative to the base coordinate system
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From step 1, we get the output for the initial positions of the robot puma:
COORDINATE OF JOINT : 1
x y z
Xl 0.0000 1.0000 0.0000
Y1 0.0000 0.0000 -1.0000
Zl -1.0000 0.0000 0.0000
P1 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
COORDINATE OF JOINT : 2
x y z
X2 : 0.0000 1.0000 0.0000
Y2 : 0.0000 0.0000 -1.0000
Z2 : -1.0000 0.0000 0.0000
P2 -149.0894 431.8002 0.0002
COORDINATE OF JOINT: 3
In step 2, we rotate joint 6 with the angle of 25.5, joint 5 with angle 34.3. Since
the positions relative to the base coordinate are calculated by:
Thus,
°T1 =°A1
°T2 = °A11A2
°T3 = °A11A22A3
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0T 0A 1A 2A 3.iL4= 1 2 3 "4
0T5 =0A11A22A3 3A4 4As
0T6 = 0A11A22A3 3A4 4AsSAs
Rotating joint 5. joint 6 means changing the value of 4Asand sAs. so only
oAs and 0As will be changed. That is, joint 1 to joint 4 should remain in the same positions.
The output shows that joint 1 to joint 4 remain the same, joint 5 and joint 6 move to the
new positions as:
COORDINATE OF JOINT : 5
x y z
X5: 0.0000 -0.5635 -0.8261
Y5: -1.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Z5 0.0000 0.8261 -0.5635
P5 -149.0894 864.8702 20.3208
COORDINATE OF JOINT : 6
x y z
X6 -0.4305 -0.5086 -0.7456
Y6 -0.9026 0.2426 0.3556
Z6 0.0000 0.8261 -0.5635
P6 -149.0895 911.3383 -11.3775
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In step 3, although only joint 1 is rotated, however, the values of °A1 will be
changed. Once °A1 is changed, it will affect the ~1,~2, .......~6, so all the joints will move
to the new positions.
The output shows all the values are changed. Refer to Appendix B to see the
data.
In step 4, all the joints are rotated. Of course,all the joint positions will be changed.
All these data are shown in Appendix B.
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5.0 FURTHER DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY
So far an OOP model has been developed to implement the robot arm
motions. During the whole process, some advantages are found by using OOP design
concept. However, as many other new products, OOP does evidence some problems and
needs to be improved. Some important issues will be addressed in the following discus-
sion.
5.1 ADVANTAGES OF OOP
The advantages of using OOP has been mentioned in the beginning. Through
the entire programming procedures, the advantages concerning the OOP design will be
summarized as:
1. REUSABILITY:
In this program, four main classes: array, joint, joint1 (joint2, ....) robot are
created. These classes are stored in different files and compiled separately. Once the
main program is run, these classes are linked together. In many cases, some errors were
found in one of the files, so corrections and recompilation were made. Since these classes
are independent, every time the main program is executed, one can always access the
files which are already compiled. That is, the error of one class will not affect the other
classes, so the old codes can be reused quickly. In the conventional program, one some-
times wastes too much time in the compilation due to the lack of modularity. For example,
the array class is never recompiled no matter what happens in other classes. In the C++
environment, this advantage is extremely distinct.
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II defined for joint class
2. POLYMORPHISM
Polymorphism means the user can create multiple definitions for operators and
functions. In this project, any function can be used variously as:
double & operator[ ](int i); II define for array class
array operator*(array & a);
joint operator*Uoint & a);
void show(); II defined for array class
void show(int i); II defined for joint class
void show(int n); II defined for robot class
void start(double t,double s,double a,double d)
void start(double t,double s,double a,double d) II defined for robot class
Clearly, the operator [ ], *, function show, start are used more than one time
in different situations. Use of different names for identification would be very inconvenient.
Most importantly, all the ancestors will need to be checked to verify that there is no dupli-
cation. However, with the polymorphism feature, one can define the function in a very sim-
ple way. The operator overloading like [], *, really makes the program much easier to
write. For example,
jointjl(16,5);
cout« jl[5]; II instead of defining a function like jl.get(5)
joint j2=jl*jl; II instead of defining a function like jl.mult(jl)
That's one of the reason one can access the program very efficiently and correctly
and even more easily to extend new functions.
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3 INHERITANCE
Inheritance is probably the most important feature for the OOP environment,
especially the multiple inheritance. During the program execution, the robot class uses
many functions inherited from the parent classes, including:
/1 from array class:
array(unsigned int, double val);
double & operator[ ](int i);
array & operator=(array & a);
I / from joint class
joint operator*Uoint & a);
void start(double t,double s,double a,double d)
void show(int n);
double value(int i);
II from jointl to joint6
void rotate(double t);
Using the existing classes to define a new class not only saves time but also
avoids errors. In this example, once all the array, joint, joint1, joiint2, .... , joint6 classes are
verified as correct, then one can build the robot class very easily.
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4. extensibility
Suppose one wants to build another robot class, such as Stanford robot, he
simply has to change the joint condition. Puma is a robot with S rotation joints, while the
Stanford robot has two translation joints. The array and joint classes remain the same, the
only changes are to the joint1 ,joint2....jointS class, and modification of the robot class. For
example, if joint 2 and 3 are the translation joints, one can replace the rotate command to
translate as:
joint2 : public joint
{
joint2( );
trans(double I);
}
The same thing works for the joint3 class. In the robot class, adjustments can
be made as:
Class robot: public jointl, public joint2, .
{
}
trans( int n,double I); II add one more command
All else remain the same. One can see how easily extension from one class
to the other by using the OOP design method is accomplished, since these are real visible
objects.
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5.2 DISADVANTAGES OF OOP
Although there are many good features of the OOP design, however, some
problems arose during the process. Just because the goal of OOP is to avoid using inde-
pendent function in the main program, the user has to try everything possible to encapsu-
late the functions in the class; that is, make every function as a member of some class.
The way to combine the functions is to create the class by inheriting some other classes.
For example, one creates the robot class by multiple inheritance to relate the joints
together. Too many inheritances can result in several disadvantages:
1. The inherited functions are too many and difficult to memorize:
Recall the robot class, the total functions(except the constructors) inherited are:
II from array class:
double & operator[ ](int i);
array operator*(array & a)j
array operator"(array & a);
array & operator=(array & a);
void show( )j
I I from joint class
joint operator*Goint & a)j
void start(double t,double s,double a,double d)
void show(int n);
double value(int i);
II from jointl to joint6
void rotate(double t);
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Since these functions come from different levels, unless the user make a list,
confusion can result. Although the robot class inherits 15 functions, it may use only part
of them. Inheriting too many useless functions does not help the user. How to make a
proper inheritance and avoid the depth? The suggestion is to combine the member
classes and inheritance. For example, one can create the robot class like:
class robot
{
protected:
jointl jl;
joint2 j2;
joint6 j6;
public:
}
As mentioned before, using the member classes will not render possible access
to the functions of the member classes directly in the main program. However, if only one
function is needed from the member classes, it can be defined in the robot class. For
example:
puma.j l.rotate(25); II not allowed in the main program
Then, we can define a function in the robot program as:
void robot :: rotatel(double t)
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{jl.rotate(t);
}
In this case, we can use this in the main program:
puma.rotatel(25); II acceptable since rotetel is the member function of robot class
Eventhough the functions are not inherited from the joint1 ,joint2, ....jointS, they
can still be accessed inside the member functions.
2. Functions with the same names need adjustments:
As visible on page 48, the bold size functions mean they are defined more
than one time. This is acceptable. But if the object is created by using the dynamic allo-
cation, that is, using the pointer, then it will cause problems. For example, in the main pro-
gram:
maine )
{
robot puma(16,O);
}
robot *pu = &puma;
pu->show(l);
II create a pointer pu
II display the first joint
Although show is a function of the robot class, however, using the pointer will
cause the program to trace to the base class and use the base function. That is, it will
evoke either the show in the array class or the show in the joint class. In C++. in ord~r to
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solve the problem, one must define the base class function as virtual. For example,
declare the virtual in the array class as:
class array:
{
protected:
double *arr;
int size;
public:
virtual void show( );
}
II declare a virtual function
Once the function is declared as virtual, all of its derived class will have the
same function as the virtual feature. The program then understands to find the current
object rather than using the base class method. Anyway, one must know in advance in
order to create the same methods in the derived classes.
3. COMMON ANCESTOR FOR MULTIPLE INHERITANCE:
The inheritance will cause another problem when derived classes have a
common ancestor. For example, the robot class inherits the protected data from joint1 ,-
joint2, .....joint6, but joint1,joint2, ....joint6 have a common ancestor joint. In some cases,
it will duplicate the inherited data. The whole flow is show in fig. 5.1
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class array
double *arr;
int size;
class joint: public array
class jointl : public joint
class robot: public jointl,joint2,....joint6
class joint6: public joint
Fig 5.1 common ancestor for the jointljoint2,....joint6 in multiple inheritance
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The protected data has been inherited to the robot class through joint1 ,
joint2, ...joint6. Actually, only one inheritance is necessary. This problem depends on the
compiler, which mayor may not accept inheritance from common ancestors. In C++, it is
suggested to declare a virtual class as:
class jointl : virtual public joint
class joint2 : virtual public joint
As long as one declares a virtual base, the robot class will skip the joint1 ,-
joint2, ....joint6 class and inherits the data directly from the joint class, so one uses only
one path. However, if the inheritance is too deep, sometimes it's difficult to discover the
problem. Once again, making a good arrangement for inheritance is very important.
4. COMMUNICATIONS AMONG UNRELATED OBJECTS:
Here the so-called unrelated objects refers to lack of inheritance relation. In
C++, one can declare a friend function to access two objects. For example, one can
declare a friend function in the joint1 and joint2 class like:
class jopintl : public joint
{
public:
friend double sumUointl & al,joint2 & 32)
}
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class jopint2 : public joint
{
public:
friend double sum(jointl & a1,joint2 & 31)
}
void sum(jointl & a1,joint2 & 31)
{
return a1+31;
}
Although friend function makes it possible to access two objects, its use is not
encouraged. The future OOP developments will focus more on object communications as
the network model.
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5.3 SUMMARY
Object-Oriented Programming really shows great advantages for future software
design. In the integrated manufacturing environment, OOP will play an important role for
the elM areas. This project is just the beginning to show the potential adventure. We do
believe this challenge will continue motivating the engineer to an new era in the computer
technology world.
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APPENDIX A: PROJECT PROGRAM
1. array.h
2. array.cpp
3. joint.h
4. joint.cpp
5. joints.h
6. joints.cpp
7. robot.h
8. robot.cpp
9. chiu.cpp
.1
II array.h -- define array class II
class array
{
protected:
double* arr;
int size;
pUblic :
II constructors II
array() ;
array(unsigned ipt n,double val) ;
array(double *pn,unsigned int n) ;
array(array & a);
II destructor II
-array () i
II overloaded operator II
double & operator[] (int i);
array operator*(array & a);
array operator A (array & a);
array & operator=(array &a);
Ilmethod the shoe the elements II
void show() ;
} ;
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.- _. -- -
II default constructor II
II copy constructor II
delete arr;
return arr[i];
II array.cpp -- define array methods II
#include <iostream.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <iomanip.h>
#include "a:\array.h"
II default constructor II
array :: array ( )
{
arr = NULL;
size = 0;
}
II initialize the array with the same value II
array:: array(unsigned int n,double val)
{
arr = new double[n];
size = n;
for (int i=Oi i<sizei i++)
arr[i] = val;
}
II assign a double array to the array class II
array· :: array (double *pn, unsigned int n)
{
arr = new double[n];
size = n;
for (int i=o; i<size; i++)
arr[i] = pn[i];
}
II copy constructor II
array:: array(array & a)
{
size=a.size;
arr = new double[size];
for (int i=o; i<size; i++)
arr[i] = a.arr[i];
}
II destructor II
array:: -array()
{
}
II overloaded orerator return the nth element II
double & array:: operator[] (int i)
{
}
II over;oaded operator to multiplicate two arrays II
array array:: operator*(array & a)
{
array product(size,O);
for (int i=o; i<size; i++)
product[i] = arr[i] * a.arr[i];
return product;
: ..~
}
II overloaded operator used as the dot function to return a value II
array array :: operatorA(array & a)
{
double e;
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for (int i=o; i<size; i++)
e += arr[i] * a.arr[i];
array elem(size,e)
return elem;
}
II overloaded operator to asign the array object from one to the other II
array & array:: operator=(array & a)
{
if (this == &a)
return *this;
delete arr;
size = a.size;
arr = new double[size];
for (int i=o; i<size; i++)
arr[i] = a.arr[i];
return *this;
II method to show the all elements of the array II
void array show()
{
for (int i=O;i<size;i++)
cout«setw(15)«setprecision(4)«arr[i]«I1\n l1 ;
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.1
II joint.h -- define joint class II
#include "a:\array.h"
class joint :public array
(
pUblic :
II Constructors and destructor inheritened from the array class II
joint();
joint(unsigned int n,double val)
joint(double *pn,unsigned int n)
joint(joint & a);
-joint() ;
II new methods for the joint class II
joint operator*( joint & a);
void start(double t,double s,double a,double d)
void show(int n) ;
double value(int i);
\ .
J I
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II joint.cpp joint class methods II
.1
#include <iostream.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <iomanip.h>
#include <math.h>
#include "a:\joint.h"
II default constructor -- no arguments IIjoint :: joint()
{
}
II initial constructor inherited from array class IIjoint :: joint(unsigned int n,double val) array(n,val)
{
}
II initial constructor inherited from array class IIjoint :: joint(double *pn,unsigned int n) array(*pn,n)
{
}
II copy constructor inherited from array class IIjoint :: joint(joint & a) : array(a)
{
}
II destructor inherited from array class IIjoint :: -joint()
{
}
II method to start the joint coordinates II
II known as the Denavit-Hartenberg transformation matrix II
void joint :: start(double t,double s,double a,double d)
(
double rad = 2*3.14159/360;
arr[O]=cos(t*rad) ;
arr[l]=sin(t*rad) ;
arr[2]=0;
arr[3]=0;
arr[4]=-cos(s*rad)*sin(t*rad) ;
arr[5]=cos(s*rad)*cos(t*rad) ;
arr[6]=sin(s*rad) ;
arr[7]=0;
arr[8]=sin(s*rad)*sin(t*rad) ;
arr[9]=-sin(s*rad)*cos(t*rad) ;
arr[10]=cos(s*rad) ;
arr[ll]=O;
arr[12]=a*cos(t*rad) ;
arr[13]=a*sin(t*rad) ;
arr[14]=d;
arr[15]=1;
}
II New o~erator * defined for joint mUltiplication IIjoint jOlnt :: operator*(joint & a)
(
joint pr(size,O);
pr[0]=arr[0]*a[0]+arr[4]*a[1]+arr[8]*a[2]+arr[12]*a[3];
pr[1]=arr[1]*a[0]+arr[5]*a[1]+arr[9]*a[2]+arr[13]*a[3];
pr[2]=arr[2]*a[0]+arr[6]*a[1]+arr[10]*a[2]+arr[14]*a[3];
pr[3]=Oi
pr[4]=arr[0]*a[4]+arr[4]*a[5]+arr[8]*a[6]+arr[12]*a[7];
pr[5]=arr[1]*a[4]+arr[5]*a[5]+arr[9]*a[6]+arr[13]*a[7];
pr[6]=arr[2]*a[4]+arr[6]*a[5]+arr[10]*a[6]+arr[14]*a[7];
pr[7]=0;
pr[8]=arr[0]*a[8]+arr[4]*a[9]+arr[8]*a[10]+arr[12]*a[11];
pr[9]=arr[1]*a[8]+arr[5]*a[9]+arr[9]*a[10]+arr[13]*a[11];
pr[10]=arr[2]*a[8]+arr[6]*a[9]+arr[10]*a[10]+arr[14]*a[11];
pr[ll]=O;
pr[12]=arr[0]*a[12]+arr[4]*a[13]+arr[8]*a[14]+arr[12]*a[15];
pr[13]=arr[1]*a[12]+arr[5]*a[13]+arr[9]*a[14]+arr[13]*a[15];
pr[14]=arr[2]*a[12]+arr[6]*a[13]+arr[10]*a[14]+arr[14]*a[15];
pr[15]=1;
return pr;
}
II New method to show the joint coordinates referred to the base II
void joint :: show(int n)
(
cout.setf(ios::showpoint) ;
"«n«II\n";
y
cout«II\n\nCOORDINATES OF JOINT
cout«11 x
cout« lI\n XII « n «II :11;
for (int i=0;i<3;i++)
(
if(-O.OOOOl<arr[i] && arr[i] <0.00001)
arr[i]=o;
cout« setw(15)«setprecision(4)«arr[i];
}
cout« "\n Y"« n «" :";
for (int j=4;j<7;j++)
(
if(-O.OOOOl<arr[j] && arr[j]<O.OOOOl)
arr[j]=O;
cout« setw(15)«setprecision(4)«arr[j];
}
cout« lI\n Z"« n «" :";
for (int k=8;k<11;k++)
(
if(-O.OOOOl<arr[k] && arr[k]<O.OOOOl)
arr[k]=O;
cout« setw(15)«setprecision(4)«arr[k];
}
cout« "\n P"« n «" :";
for (int 1=12;1<15;1++)
(
if(-O.OOOOl<arr[l] && arr[l]<O.OOOOl)
arr[l]=O;
cout« setw(15)«setprecision(4)«arr[1];
}
cout«"\n";
char chi
ch=cin.get() ;
}
II Method to get the value of the array explicitly II
double joint :: value(int n)
63
z";
{}
return arr [ n] ;
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Iljoint~.h : define joints class II
#include lIa:\joint.hll
II All constructors and destructors are derived from the joint class II
II New method rotate for each joint II
class jointl : pUblic joint
(
public :
jointl () ;jointl(unsigned int n,double val);jointl(double *pn,unsigned int n) ;jointl(jointl & a);
-jointl(); "_
void rotate(double t) ;
} ;
class joint2 : public joint
(
public :
.' joint2 () ;joint2(unsigned int n,double val);
joint2(double *pn,unsigned int n);joint2(joint2 & a);
-joint2 () ;
void rotate(double t) ;
} ;
class joint3 public joint
(
public :joint3 () ; ,0/joint3(unsigned int n,double val);joint3(double *pn,unsigned int n);joint3(joint3 & a);
-joint3 () ;
void rotate(double t);
} ;
class joint4 : public joint
(
public :
joint4();joint4(unsigned int n,double val);
joint4(double *pn,unsigned int n);joint4(joint4 & a);
-joint4 () ;
void rotate(double t) ;
} ;
class joints : pUblic joint
(
public :
joints () ;jointS(unsigned int n,double val) ;jointS(double *pn,unsigned int n) ;jointS(jointS & a);
-jointS () ;
void rotate(double t) ;
} ;
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class joint6 : public joint
(
public :joint6 () ;joint6(unsigned int n,double val);joint6(double *pn,unsigned int n);joint6(joint6 & a);
-joint6 () ;
void rotate(double t);
} ;
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I .
II joints.cpp -- jointl to joint6 class method II
;include <iostream.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
;include <math.h>
#include " a :\joints.h"
II default constructor IIjointl :: jointl()
{
/1 initial constructor inheriented from jointjointl :: jointl(double *pn,unsigned int n)
II initial constructor inheriented from joint
jointl :: jointl(unsigned int n,double val)
IIjoint(*pn,n)
IIjoint(n,val)
II copy constructor inheriented from joint class IIjointl :: jointl(jointl & a) : joint(a)
II method for the joint rotation II
void joint1 : :rotate(double t)
double rad = 2*3.14159/360;
arr[O]=cos(t*rad) ;
arr[l]=sin(t*rad) ;
arr[8]=-sin(t*rad) ;
arr[9J=cos(t*rad) ;
II destructor inheriented from joint class IIjoint1 :: -joint1()
{
}
II default constructor IIjoint2 :: joint2()
{
}
II initial constructor inheriented from joint
joint2 :: joint2(double *pn,unsigned int n)
{
}
II initial constructor inheriented from jointjoint2 joint2(unsigned int n,double val)
{
}
IIjoint(*pn,n)
IIjoint(n,val)
II copy constructor inheriented from joint class IIjoint2 :: joint2(joint2 & a) : joint(a)
{
}
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I
II method for the joint rotation II
void joint2 ::rotate(double t)
{
double rad = 2*3.14159/360;
arr[O]=cos(t*rad) ;
arr[l]=sin(t*rad);
arr[4]=-sin(t*rad) ;
arr[5]=cos(t*rad) ;
arr[12]=431.8*cos(t*rad) ;
arr[13]=431.8*sin(t*rad);
}
II destructor inheriented from joint class IIjoint2 :: -joint2()
{
}
II default constructor IIjoint3 :: joint3()
{
}
II initial constructor inheriented from joint IIjoint3 :: joint3(double *pn,unsigned int n) : joint(*pn,n)
{
}
II initial constructor inheriented from joint IIjoint3 :: joint3(unsigned int n,double val) :/joint(n,val)
{
}
II copy constructor inheriented from joint class IIjoint3 :: joint3(joint3 & a) : joint(a)
{
}
II method for the joint rotation II
void joint3 ::rotate(double t)
(
double .rad = 2*3.14159/360;
arr[O]=cos(t*rad) ;
arr[l]=sin(t*rad) ;
arr[8]=sin(t*rad) ;
arr[9]=-cos(t*rad) ;
arr[12]=-20.32*cos(t*rad) ;
arr[13]=-20.32*sin(t*rad) ;
}
II destructor inheriented from joint class IIj oint3 :: - j oint3 ()
{
}
II default constructor IIjoint4 :: joint4()
{
}II initial constructor inheriented from joint IIjoint4 :: joint4(double *pn,unsigned int n) : joint(*pn,n){ .
}
II initial constructor inheriented from joint IIjoint4 :: joint4(unsigned int n,double val) : joint(n,val)
{
}
II copy constructor inheriented from joint class IIjoint4 :: joint4(joint4 & a) : joint(a)
{
}
II method for the joint rotation II
void joint4 ::rotate(double t)
{
double rad = 2*3.14159/360;
arr[O]=cos(t*rad) ;
arr[l]=sin(t*rad) ;
arr[8]=-sin(t*rad) ;
arr[9]=cos(t*rad) ;
}
II destructor inheriented from joint class IIjoint4 :: -joint4()
{
}
II default constructor IIjoint5 :: joint5()
{
}
II initial constructor inheriented from joint IIjoint5 :: joint5(double *pn,unsigned int n) : joint(*pn,n)
{
}
II initial 'constructor inheriented from joint IIjoint5 :: joint5(unsigned int n,double val) : joint(n,val){ ,
}
II copy constructor inheriented from joint class IIjoint5 :: joint5 (joint5 & a) : joint (a)
{
}
II method for the joint rotation II
void joint5 ::rotate(double t)
{
double rad = 2*3.14159/360;
arr[O]=cos(t*rad) ;
arr[l]=sin(t*rad) ;
arr[8]=sin(t*rad) ;
arr[9]=-cos(t*rad) ;
}
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II destructor inheriented from joint class IIjoint5 :: -joint5()
{
}
II default constructor IIjoint6 :: joint6()
{
}
II initial constructor inheriented from joint IIjoint6 :: joint6(double *pn,unsigned int n) : joint(*pn,n)
{
}
II initial constructor inheriented from joint IIjoint6 :: joint6(unsigned int n,double val) : joint(n,val)
{
}
1/ copy constructor inheriented from joint class II
joint6 :: joint6(joint6 & a) : joint(a)
[,
/1 method for the joint rotation II
void joint6 ::rot~te(double t){ .~./
double rad = 2*3.14159/360;
arr[O]=cos(t*rad) ;
arr[l]=sin(t*rad) ; .
arr[4]=-sin(t*rad) ;
arr[5]=cos(t*rad) ;
}
II destructor inheriented from joint class II
joint6 :: -joint6()
{
}
'I
III robot.h -- define robor class II
#include "a:\joints.h"
II multiple inheritance from jointl,joint2,joint3,joint4,joint5,joint6 II
II for the robot class II ~
class robot pUblic jointl,public joint2,public joint3,public joint4,
pUblic jointS,public joint6
{
public
II constructors and destructor derived from the joints class II
robot() ;
robot(unsigned int n,double val) ;
- robot () ;
II 4 new methods for the robot class II
void start(double t1,double sl,double a1,double d1,
double t2,double s2,double a2,double d2,
double t3,double s3,double a3,double d3,
double t4,double s4,double a4,double d4,
double t5,double s5,double as,double dS,
double t6,double s6,double a6,double d6) ;
void rotate(int n,double t) ;
void show(int n)
void showall();
} ;
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{II robot.cpp -- define the robot methods II
#include <iostream.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include lIa:\robot.hll
II default constructor II
robot :: robot ( )
{
}
II initialize the robot with the ancestors II
robot :: robot(unsigned int n,double val)jointl(n,val),joint2(n,val) ,
joint3(n,va1),joint4(n,val) ,
jointS(n,val),joint6(n,val)
{
}
II destructor II
robot :: -robot()
{
}
II method to start the robot by invoking the ancestor joints II
void robot :: start(double tl,double sl,double al,double dl,
double t2,double s2,double a2,double d2,
double t3,double s3,double a3,double d3,
double t4,double s4,double a4,double d4,
double tS,double sS,double as,double dS,
double t6,double s6,double a6,double d6)
jointl::start(tl,sl,al,dl) ;
joint2::start(t2,s2,a2,d2) ;
joint3::start(t3,s3,a3,d3) ;joint4::start(t4,s4,a4,d4) ;
joints::start(tS,sS,aS,dS) ;joint6::start(t6,s6,a6,d6) ;
}
II rotate method for robot with 6 joints II
void robot .. rotate (int n,double t)
{
switch(n)
( case 1 jointl
· .
rotate(t) ;
break;
case 2 joint2
· .
rotate(t) ;
break;
case 3 joint3
· .
rotate(t) ;
break;
case 4 joint4
· .
rotate(t) ;
break;
case S jointS
· .
rotate(t) ;
break;
case 6 joint6
· .
rotate(t) ;
break;
}
}
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II method to show the coordinates of the robot joint II
void robot :: show(int n)
{
switch(n)
{ case I :
joint al(16,O) :
for(int i=O:i<16:i++)
al[i]=joint1 :: value(i);
al.show(l) :
break:
}
joint b=b1*b2:
b.show(2):
break:
case 2
joint bl(16,O) :
joint b2 (16,0) :
for(int j=O;j<16;j++)
{
b1[ji=jointl :: value(j):
b2[j]=joint2 .. value(j):
case 3
joint c1(16,0);
joint c2(16,0):joint c3(16,O):
for(int k=0:k<16:k++)
{
c1[k]=joint1 :: value(k);
c2[k]=joint2 :: value(k);
c3[k]=joint3 :: value(k);
}
joint c=c1*c2*c3:
c.shoW(3):
break:
case 4
joint d1(16,O);joint d2(16,0):joint d3(16,0);joint d4(16,O):
for(int 1=0:1<16:1++)
{
d1[1]=joint1 :: value(l);
d2[1]=joint2 .. value(l):
d3[1]=joint3 .. value(l);
d4[1]=joint4 :: value(l):
}
joint d=d1*d2*d3*d4;
d.show(4) :
break;
case 5
joint e1(16,O):joint e2(16,O):joint e3(16,O):joint e4 (16, 0) :joint e5(16,O):
for(int m=O;m<16:m++)
{
e1[m]=joint1 .. value(m):
e2[m]=joint2 :: value(m):
e3[m]=joint3 :: value(m):
e4[m]=joint4 :: value(m);
e5[m]=joint5 .. value(m);
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}
joint e=el*e2*e3*e4*e5;
e.show(5);
break;
case 6
joint fl(16,O);joint f2(16,O);joint f3(16,O);
~oint f4(16,O);
Joint f5(16,O);joint f6(16,O);
for(int n=O;n<16;n++){ -
fl[n]:=jointl · . value(n);
· .f2[n]=joint2 ·. value(n) ;
· .f3[n]=joint3 · . value(n) ;
· .f4[n]=joint4 · . value(n) ;
· .f5[n]=joint5 · . value(n) ;
· .f6[n]=joint6 · . value(n);
· .}joint f=fl*f2*f3*f4*f5*f6:
f. show (6) ;
break;
}
}
II method to show all the joints position II
void robot ::showall()
{
show(l) ;
show(2) ;
show(3) ;
show(4) ;
show(5) ;
show(6) ;
}
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III chiu.cpp -- main program to show the robot kinematics II
#include <iostream.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include "a:\robot.h"
int main(void)
II initialize the robot PDrlli and show its starting positions for II
II each joint II
robot puma(16,O);
puma.start(90,-90,O,O,
0,0,431.8,149.09,
90,90,-20.32,0,
0,-90,0,433.07,
0,90,0,0,
0,0,0,56.25) ;
cout«" \n\n\nThe initial 6 joint positions referred to the base(x,y,z)
cout«" for the robot P~ : Ii;
puma.sho'dall() ;
II rotate only joint 5,6 to see the position changell
puma.rotate(6,25.5) ;
puma.rotate(5,34.3) ;
cout«" \n\n\nAfter t'dO rotations for joint 5,6, the positions ";
cout«"referred to the base(x,y,z)";
puma.showall() ;
II rotate only joint 1, to see the position changell
puma.rotate(l,22.2) ;
cout«" \n\n\nAfter rotations for joint 1, the positions ";
cout«"referred to the base(x,y,z)";
puma.shm'lall() ;
II rotate each joint '.'lith different degrees and show the positions II
II after rotation II
puma.rotate(l,30) ;
puma.rotate(2,45) ;
puma.rotate(3,125) ;
puma.rotate(4,-23.1)
puma.rotate(5,46.7) ;
puma.rotate(6,14.5) ;
cout«"\n\n\nAfter 6 rotations, the joints positions referred to the ll ;
cout«"base(x,y,z) It;
puma.showall() ;
return 0;
}
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APPENDIX B : OUTPUT DATA
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II.
The initial 6 joint positions referred to the base(x,y,z) for the robot PUMA
COORDINATES OF JOINT : 1
x
Xl 0.0000
Y1 0.0000
Zl -1.0000
P1 0.0000
COORDINATES OF JOINT : 2
x
X2 0.0000
Y2 0.0000
Z2 -1.0000
P2 -149.0894
Y
1.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
Y
1.0000
0.0000
0.0000
431.8002
z
0.0000
-1.0000
0.0000
0.0000
z
0.0000
-1.0000
0.0000
0.0002
COORDINATES OF JOINT : 3
x y z
X3 0.0000 0.0000 -1.0000
Y3 -1.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Z3 0.0000 1. 0000 0.0000
P3 -149.0894 431.8002 20.3202
COORDINATES OF JOINT : 4
x y z
X4 0.0000 0.0000 -1. 0000
Y4 0.0000 -1.0000 0.0000
24 -1.0000 0.0000 0.0000
P4 -149.0894 864.8702 20.3208
COORDINATES OF JOINT : 5
x y z
X5 0.0000 0.0000 -1.0000
Y5 -1.0000
~ 0.0000 0.0000
Z5 0.0000 1.0000 0.0000
P5 -149.0894 864.8702 20.3208
COORDINATES OF JOINT : 6
x
X6 0.0000
Y6 -1.0000
Z6 0.0000
P6 -149.0894
y
0.0000
0.0000
1.0000
921.1202
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z
-1.0000
0.0000
0.0000
20.3208
I .
I
After two rotations for joint 5,6, the positions referred to the base(x,Y,z)
COORDINATES OF JOINT : 1
x y z
Xl 0.0000 1.0000 0.0000
Yl 0.0000 0.0000 -1.0000
21 -1.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Pl 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
- - - -- .. --
~_._-~
. I...vur<LJrN2-I:n..,;:; OY JOINT : 2
x y zX2 0.0000 1.0000 0.0000
Y2 0.0000 0.0000
-1.000022
-1.0000 0.0000 0.0000
P2
-149.0894 431.8002 0.0002
COORDINATES OF JOINT : 3
x y zX3 0.0000 0.0000
-1.0000
Y3
-1.0000 0.0000 0.0000Z3 0.0000 1.0000 0.0000P3
-149.0894 431. 8002 20.3202
COORDINATES OF JOINT . 4
x y z
X4 0.0000 0.0000 -1.0000
v,< 0.0000 -1.0000 0.0000~-:
Z4 -1.0000 0.0000 0.0000
P4 -149.0894 864.8702 20.3208
COORDINATES OF JOINT : 5
x
X5 0.0000
Y5 -1.0000
Z5 0.0000
P5 -149.0894 7
COORDINATES OF JOINT : 6
x
X6 -0.4305
Y6 -0.9026
Z6 0.0000
P6 -149.0895
y
-0.5635
0.0000
0.8261
864.8702
y
-0.5086
0.2426
0.8261
911.3383
78
z
-0.8261
0.0000
-0.5635
20.3208
z
-0.-'7456
0.3556
-0.5635
-11.3775
~fter rotations for joint 1, the positions referred to the base(x,y,z)
I
I
COORDINATES OF JOINT : 1
x
Xl 0.9259
Y1 0.0000
Zl -0.3778
Pi 0.0000
COORDINATES OF JOINT : 2
x
X2 0.9259
Y2 0.0000
Z2 -0.3778
P2 343.4587
COORDINATES OF JOINT : 3
x
X3 0.0000
Y3 -0.3778
Z3 0.9259
P3 343.4587
Y
0.3778
0.0000
0.9259
0.0000
Y
0.3778
0.0000
0.9259
301.1896
y
0.0000
0.9259
0.3778
301.1896
z
0.0000
-1.0000
0.0000
0.0000
z
0.0000
-1.0000
0.0000
0.0002
z
-1.0000
0.0000
0.0000
20.3202
COORDINATES OF JOINT : 4
x y z
X4 0.0000 0.0000 -1.0000
Y4 -0.9259 -0.3778 0.0000
Z4 -0.3778 0.9259 0.0000
P4 744.4253 464.8215 20.3208
COORDINATES OF JOINT : 5
x y z
X5 -0.5218 -0.2129 -0.8261
Y5 -0.3778
, 0.9259 0.0000
Z5 0.7649 0.3121 -0.5635
P5 744.4253 464.8215 20.3208
COORDINATES OF JOINT : 6
x
X6 -0.6336
Y6 -0.1164
Z6 0.7649
P6 787.4487
Y
0.2064
0.9273
0.3121
482.3791
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z
-0.7456
0.3556
-0.5635
-11. 3775
After 6 rotations, the joints positions referred to thebase(x,Y,z)
COORDINATES OF JOINT : 1
X Y zXl 0.8660 0.5000 0.0000
Y1 0.0000 0.0000
-1.0000
21
-0.5000 0.8660 0.0000
.t"'..L 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
COORDINATES OF JOINT : 2
X Y z
X2 0.6124 0.3536
-0.7071
Y2 -0.6124
-0.3536
-0.7071
22
-0.5000 0.8660 0.0000
P2 189.8773 281. 7801
-305.3283
COORDINATES OF JOINT : 3
x Y z
X3 -0.8529 -0.4924
-0.1737
Y3 -0.5000 0.8660 0.0000
23 0.1504 0.0868
-0.9848
P3 207.2076 291.7857
-301. 7997
I
COORDINATES OF JOINT : 4
x
X4 -0.5883
Y4 -0.1504
24 -0.7945
P4 272.3344
y
-0.7927
-0.0868
0.6034
329.3876
z
-0.1597
0.9848
-0.0681
-728.2902
COORDINATES OF JOINT : 5
x y z
X5 -0.5129 , -0.6068 0.6072
Y5 -0.7945 0.6034
-0.0681
25 -0.3250 -0.5174
-0.7916
P5 272.3344 329.3876
-728.2902
COORDINATES OF JOINT : 6
x y ZX6
-0.6955
-0.4364 0.5708Y6
-0.6408 0.7361
-0.2180
26
-0.3250
-0.5174
-0.7916P6 254.0516 300.2864
-772.8203
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